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Rich Dad, Poor Dad

Although we have been successful in our careers, they have not turned out quite as we expected. We both have changed positions several times—for all the right reasons—but there are no pension plans vesting on our behalf. Our retirement funds are growing only through our individual contributions. Michael and I have a wonderful marriage with three great children. As I write this, two are in college and one is just beginning high school. We have spent a fortune making sure our children have received the best education available. One day in 1996, one of my children came home disillusioned with school. He was bored and tired of studying. “Why should I put time into studying subjects I will never use in real life?” he protested. Without thinking, I responded, “Because if you don't get good grades, you won't get into college.” “Regardless of whether I go to college,” he replied, “I'm going to be rich.”

Mine! - How the Hidden Rules of Ownership Control Our Lives

An Adam Grant Spring Book Pick Finalist for the Next Big Idea Club "A must-read this spring -- a fantastically well-written exploration of our need for ownership and the costs of greed." --Andrew Solomon, National Book Award-winning author of Far From the Tree A hidden set of rules governs who owns what—explaining everything from whether you can recline your airplane seat to why HBO lets you borrow a password illegally—and in this lively and entertaining guide, two acclaimed law professors reveal how things become "mine." "Mine" is one of the first words babies learn. By the time we grow up, the idea of ownership seems natural, whether buying a cup of coffee or a house. But who controls the space behind your airplane seat: you reclining or the squished laptop user behind? Why is plagiarism wrong, but it's okay to knock-off a recipe or a dress design? And after a snowstorm, why does a chair in the street hold your parking space in Chicago, but in New York you lose the space and the chair? Mine! explains these puzzles and many more. Surprisingly, there are just six simple stories that everyone uses to claim everything. Owners choose the story that steers us to do what they want. But we can always pick a different story. This is true not just for airplane seats, but also for battles over digital privacy, climate change, and wealth inequality. As Michael Heller and James Salzman show—in the spirited style of Freakonomics, Nudge, and Predictably Irrational—ownership is always up for grabs. With stories that are eye-opening, mind-bending, and sometimes infuriating, Mine! reveals the rules of ownership that secretly control our lives.

The Stanford Illustrated Review

Architectural Science Review

Infinite Jest

A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy about the Pursuit of Happiness in America Set in an
addicts' halfway house and a tennis academy, and featuring the most endearingly screwed-up family to come along in recent fiction, Infinite Jest explores essential questions about what entertainment is and why it has come to so dominate our lives; about how our desire for entertainment affects our need to connect with other people; and about what the pleasures we choose say about who we are. Equal parts philosophical quest and screwball comedy, Infinite Jest bends every rule of fiction without sacrificing for a moment its own entertainment value. It is an exuberant, uniquely American exploration of the passions that make us human - and one of those rare books that renew the idea of what a novel can do. "The next step in fiction...Edgy, accurate, and darkly witty...Think Beckett, think Pynchon, think Gaddis. Think." --Sven Birkerts, The Atlantic

**The Thursday Murder Club**


**The Pastoral Review**

**Summer Rental - A Novel**

Sometimes, when you need a change in your life, the tide just happens to pull you in the right direction... Ellis, Julia, and Dorie. Best friends since Catholic grade school, they now find themselves, in their mid-thirties, at the crossroads of life and love. Ellis, recently fired from a job she gave everything to, is rudderless and now beginning to question the choices she's made over the past decade of her life. Julia--whose caustic wit covers up her wounds--has a man who loves her and is offering her the world, but she can't hide from how deeply insecure she feels about her looks, her brains, her life. And Dorie has just been shockingly betrayed by the man she loved and trusted the most in the world...though this is just the tip of the iceberg of her problems and secrets. A month in North Carolina's Outer Banks is just what they each of them needs. Ty Bazemore is their landlord, though he's hanging on to the rambling old beach house by a thin thread. After an inauspicious first meeting with Ellis, the two find themselves disturbingly attracted to one another, even as Ty is about to lose everything he's ever cared about. Maryn Shackleford is a stranger, and a woman on the run. Maryn needs just a few things in life: no questions, a good hiding place, and a new identity. Ellis, Julia, and Dorie can provide what Maryn wants; can they also provide what she needs? Mary Kay Andrews' novel is the story of five people questioning everything they ever thought they knew about life. Five people on a journey that will uncover their secrets and point them on the path to forgiveness. Five people who each need a sea change, and one month in a summer rental that might just give it to them. Summer Rental is one of Library Journal's Best Women's Fiction Books of 2011

**Merchants' Association Review**

**Soul Trader - Putting the Heart Back into Your Business**

If your heart's not in your business, why are you? In the flurry of everyday deadlines, fire fighting
and all the pressing demands on our time, it's easy to forget the real reasons we started our own business in the first place. Soul Trader helps you connect with your personal mission, values and passion to create a 'stand out from the crowd' business that enriches you both financially and emotionally. Discover the seven essential principles that will help you build a business sensitive to today's economic and social realities, one that is profitable, customer-focused and in tune with your own beliefs, needs and goals. Rasheed Ogunlaru tears off the jargon and delves into the beating heart of what makes businesses really work. Throw your heart into your business, it will pay dividends.

Diane De Filippi, Italian Lessons: Consider caviar for the holidays
As an appetizer, angel hair pasta with caviar, cream and lemon always receive rave reviews at my table ... This takes about 5 minutes. Add lemon zest and half of the juice. The sauce should ...

Ecoark Announces Operating Results for Q2 Fiscal 2022
SAN ANTONIO, Nov. 11, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Ecoark Holdings, Inc. (“Ecoark”) (NASDAQ: ZEST), today announced the following operating results for the second quarter of fiscal 2022 ended September 30 ...

Beverly Area Job Openings: See The Latest
BEVERLY, MA — Businesses across the Beverly area are searching to fill openings on their staff, and we've rounded up some of the best local job openings posted within the past week. Looking for ...

White Oak Provides $51.5 Million Commitment to HRB Brands to Finance Acquisition of Personal Care Brands From Helen of Troy
HRB's existing portfolio includes iconic brands such as Zest, VO5, Coast, and LA Looks ... alternative debt manager specializing in originating and providing financing solutions to facilitate the ...

Oakland to allow RVs, mobile homes on private property under new ordinances
Often what we do is piece together various solutions to help solve at least ... the legalization of safe RVs and Tiny Homes on private property.” The amendments to city codes will allow people ...

In the Kitchen: Baked Sole with Crumb Topping
Toss the sole fillets with the oil, dill, zest & season with salt & pepper ... said they received a notice from the property owner, Colbea Enterprises LLC, last week.

California Voice: State Legislature can help fix America’s broken supply chain
Earlier this month, I testified before the Senate and Assembly Select Committees on Ports and Goods Movement to offer policymakers solutions ... clogging port property. The issues facing our ...

Dressing up is back! 7 lessons from British fashion’s biggest night out
Lady Amelia Windsor opted for an ultra-feminine romantic number Credit: Wire Image For all the edge and zest, some of the loveliest looks were the romantic ones. Lady Amelia Windsor opted for a ...

Try this spin on the viral TikTok feta pasta recipe
Cook pasta until al dente. Make a sauce by combining the cherry tomatoes and feta, then add the pasta. 10. Plate the pasta using tongs, then garnish with bread crumbs, parmesan cheese, lemon zest, ...